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2. Demands on the knowledge 8
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The author decided to work on an interesting and highlighted topic. The value added of the thesis and valuable 

contribution of the student is the combination of two management disciplines, namely of project management and of 

problem solving (decision making).

My comments relate to the evaluation or at least to conclusion of the thesis. In this sense I miss here and would highly 

appreciate more critical evaluation and recommendation on how to improve used methods themselves or their application.

Questions to be discussed during the defence:

1. State key specifics of project management in management consulting.

2. In order to use/implement more quantitative rather qualitative problem solving methods within a project, which 

methods - either project management methods or problem solving ones - you will recommend and why?

3. You used a set of methods for identifying a decision problem and finding a solution. From your consideration, is this set 

of methods sufficient enough, or do you see any not productive overlaps or even gaps? If so, how to overcome this 

weakness?

The submitted thesis reveals that the author is able to define the right decision problem, search for relevant data, and apply 

his theoretical knowledge and application methods in business. The thesis declares that all four hypotheses were 

confirmed. I recommend therefore accepting the thesis for the defence.

Helena Hrůzová


